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Abstract: 

High velocity rail routes (HSR) give exceptionally productive vehicle mode which 

works on the nature of rail route administrations saves season of the travelers which prompts 

more noteworthy consumer loyalty as well as works on the financial matters of the general 

public. This has presented critical difficulties like growing new advancements, working on the 

current engineering and controlling expenses and so forth. Because of the enhancements in 

the speed, capacity to get to web and stream live media there is a prerequisite of a high level 

high velocity correspondence and flagging framework. This framework requests higher data 

transfer capacity, higher unwavering quality and more limited reaction time for productive 

activity and wellbeing. This paper presents the current framework conveyed by the rail route 

in light of Worldwide Framework for Versatile correspondence (GSM), breaks down it and 

presents a substantially more high level correspondence and flagging framework in view of 

4G Long haul Development (LTE) innovation. 

Keywords: High speed railway, LTE, GSM, communication and signaling system, System 

Architecture Evolution 

 

Introduction: 

With the consistently expanding 

need of high velocity transport framework, 

the rail routes has been growing better 

approaches to speed up ,unwavering 

quality, wellbeing and security. Alongside 

these requests there is a prompt 

prerequisite to further develop the rail 

route correspondence and flagging 

framework as well as traveler 

correspondence for giving high velocity 

web, high call quality and spilling of live 

media. One of the generally utilized train 

correspondence framework is 

correspondence based train control 

framework (CBTC) which gives two way 

consistent correspondence, wellbeing 

control, speed control and so forth. 

This control and specialized 

technique is antiquated and requires 

enormous number of human 

administrators. Europe presented European 

train control framework (ECTS) which 

includes the utilization of GSM for interior 

voice and information correspondence and 

CBTC for control order framework. Then, 

at that point, a rail route correspondence 

framework in light of GSM known as 

GSM-R was presented which had a similar 

fundamental organization engineering of 
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GSM. Be that as it may, while voyaging 

speed increments past 500 km each hour 

this framework became bumbling to adapt 

up to data misfortune, handover and 

change in Doppler recurrence and became 

untrustworthy to proceed with activities 

[3]. This GSM-R innovation has been 

utilized for quite a long time since it 

demonstrated proficient for speed in the 

scope of 200 to 300 km/h. 

Because of the presentation of high 

velocity information organizations and 

high travel speed there is a need of a 

powerful high velocity framework that can 

keep up with tasks in high travel speed as 

well as high velocity information 

organization. Because of the improvement 

of high velocity remote correspondence 

techniques,3GPP long haul development 

(LTE) is a decent choice to manage the 

inconsistencies of the well established 

GSM-R system[3]. With the quick 

improvement of HSRs LTE-R ends up 

being a dependable broadband 

correspondence framework for various 

HSR parts. Worldwide association of rail 

routes has been investigating on the 

eventual fate of HSR correspondence 

framework to distinguish an appropriate 

substitution once the GSM-R becomes out 

of date. HSR applications have nature of 

administration (QOS) measures, for 

example, information rate ,postpone in 

transmission and touch blunder rate 

(BER)[2]. Because of this actions HSR 

correspondences for the most part utilize 

minimal expense and off-the-rack 

advancements and add applications over 

them to satisfy explicit requests and 

activities. GSM-R is an effective model, in 

light of the GSM standard which has been 

utilized more than 70000 km of rail route 

lines[2]. The GSM-R frameworks are 

being supplanted as the public 

correspondence market is developing 

towards the third era organization project 

(3GPP) otherwise called LTE. So another 

framework in light of LTE needs to 

coincide with GSM-R for a significant 

stretch of time. The determination of a 

reasonable remote correspondence 

framework for HSRs needs to consider 

such issues as execution, administration 

credits, recurrence band, and modern help. 

Contrasted and third-age (3G) frameworks, 

4G LTE has a straightforward level 

engineering, high information rate, and 

low inactivity, making it a recognized 

satisfactory conveyor for continuous HSR 

applications. Fifth-age (5G) frameworks, 

albeit at present talked about in 3GPP, will 

be accessible solely after 2020 and, in this 

manner, are not appropriate for the HSR 

time period. Considering the presentation 

and level of development of LTE, LET-rail 

route (LTE-R) will probably be the up and 

coming age of HSR correspondence 

frameworks and the future vision for HSR 

remote advancements will in this manner 

depend on it [2]. 

 

GSM-R: 

GSM-R is like the fundamental 

organization engineering of GSM. MS 

(versatile station) demonstrates moving 

vehicle and radio terminals stacked on the 

vehicle. A few BTSs (base handset 

stations) convey along the rail route tracks, 

a SSC (base station regulator) controls 

STSs. The center part of GSM-R 

framework is the organization switch 

subsystem[3]. It incorporates information 

entryways, SGSN (administration GPRS 

supporting hub) and GGSN (passage 

GPRS supporting hub), and MSCs 

(versatile switch communities). Data of 

clients is put away in HLRs (home area 

registers) and VLRs (guest area registers) 

assosiated with every MSC in the 

organization. GCR (bunch call register) 
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stores data about bunch calls, their 

arrangements and clients included. OMC 

(functional and support focus) deals with 

the whole GSM-R organization and 

charging focus gathers and records data 

about GSM-R network utilized for 

business and functional reason [3]. 

 

LTE-R: 

LTE goes about as a brought 

together engineering which gives 

continuous and non constant 

administrations with high velocity 

information rate, streamlined parcel and 

low inactivity remote access innovation. 

Here we will consolidate the benefits of 

LTE as a remote correspondence 

framework and LTE-R as another rail route 

versatile correspondence framework in 

light of LTE/Framework Engineering 

Development (SAE) and break down it to 

decide why it is better then, at that point, 

existing GSM-R framework. 

 

Architecture: 

The organization engineering of 

LTE-R is fundamentally like LTE/SAE. 

The current organization engineering of 

LTE-R is as per the following: 

 
Figure 1. network architecture of LTE-R 

 

The organization access structure 

in LTE-R is called E-UTRAN which 

replaces Base Station Regulator (BSC) in 

GSM-R. It comprise of developed NodeB 

(eNodeB) which is the main organization 

hardware in it when contrasted with Base 

Handset Station (BTS) and BSE. This 

organization hub communicates sign to 

terminals and get signals from terminals in 

at least one cells. It carries out roles at 

actual layer of the engineering connected 

with transmission and gathering of radio 

point of interaction, regulation, 

demodulation, channel encoding and 

disentangling [1]. It additionally gives 

remote portability the executives and can 

be associated with network switch 

straightforwardly with practically no 

transitional hubs as in GSM-R. This 

outcomes in better similarity with the 

subsequent organizations. 

The center organization of LTE-R 

is called Developed Bundle Center (EPC). 

The distinction between the center 

organization of LTE-R and GSM-R is that 

every one of the administrations are based 

on PS Space which demonstrates that EPC 

is an all IP versatile center organization. 

Client enlistment data is overseen by 

Home Supporter Framework (HSS). 

Versatile Switch Communities (MSC) in 

GSM-R center organization are supplanted 

by IP Sight and sound Sub Framework 

(IMS) which gives IP Mixed media 

Administrations. IMS upholds age of 

standard IP administrations by applying 

Meeting Commencement Convention 

(Taste) as well as compelling bundle 

transmission. Subsequently, LTE-R 

engineering is moderately level so the 

support of the quantity of gadgets and 

organization hubs is diminished which 

makes the organization arrangement 

fundamentally more straightforward with 

decreased cost [1]. 

 

Technology: 

QPSK, 16 QAM and 64 QAM are 

utilized in downlink regulation which 
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comprise of physical downlink shared 

channel (PDSCH) and Actual Multi 

broadcast Channel (PMCH). In Actual 

Transmission Channel (PBCH) QPSK is 

utilized. For Actual Half and half ARQ 

Pointer Channel (PHICH) BPSK (Parallel 

stage shift keying) innovation is utilized. 

In uplink regulation, QPSK,16QAM and 

64QAM advancements are utilized. For 

actual uplink shared channel (PUSCH), 

QPSK,16QAM and 64QAM additionally 

can be utilized. BPSK, QPSK is utilized 

for actual uplink control channel 

(PUCCH)[1]. To diminish the top to 

average proportion BPSK, Range 

Molding, Chose Planning and incomplete 

communicate arrangement innovation is 

utilized. In GSM-R framework equality 

code, fire code and block convolution code 

were utilized for channel coding. For LTE-

R framework Super code is utilized. Super 

coding uses equal connection to 

consolidate convolution code and arbitrary 

entomb leaver together which is otherwise 

called irregular coding. Delicate 

information and delicate result (SISO) 

disentangling calculation is utilized to 

translate arbitrary coding where every 

decoder has three different kind of data 

sources which are parity, priori and data 

bits. LTE-R framework utilizes recurrence 

division multiplexing and different 

information numerous result (MIMO) 

plans for adjustment. OFDM parts a high-

rate information stream into lower rate 

information stream by doling out it to 

commonly symmetrical subcarriers with 

low transmission rate. Since the lower rate 

equal sub-transporters have longer image 

length, the scattering in time brought about 

by remote channel postponed spread which 

is otherwise called multi way delay is 

diminished. Additionally monitor stretches 

can be acquainted in each OFDM image 

with dispose of entomb image obstruction 

(ISI). While in the gatekeeper time, the 

OFDM image can be stretched out to keep 

away from entomb transporter obstruction 

(ICI). In LTE-R framework OFDMA 

which is the multi client adaptation of 

OFDM additionally can be utilized to 

make the planning more adaptable in the 

time recurrence space. Clients are 

relegated to various sub transporters to 

keep away from recurrence particular 

blurring, in light of recurrence channel 

reaction. QPSK,16 QAM and 64 QAM are 

utilized on various sub transporters to 

communicate downlink information which 

is time recurrence planned for various 

assistance prerequisites and channel 

conditions [3]. 

On account of higher top to 

average power proportion (PAPR) OFDM 

isn't appropriate for uplink in LTE-R 

framework. Likewise it is challenging to 

utilize a power intensifier to take care of 

this issue. Information which is shipped 

off eNodeB at the same time can make 

recurrence offset issue in uplink 

transmission due different clients so single 

transporter FDMA (SC-FDMA) is utilized 

for uplink transmission. SC-FDMA 

communicates data images in a 

consecutive way by involving different 

symmetrical frequencies which diminishes 

the envelope vacillations in the sent sign. 

Subsequently SC-FDMA signal has a 

below to average power proportion a 

contrasted with FDMA signal. This assists 

in diminishing the actual size, high power 

utilization of the power enhancer and 

makes it with costing compelling. 

LTE-R framework additionally 

upholds different information numerous 

output (MIMO) technology, spatial 

multiplexing, pillar shaping and 

communicate thickness for addressing 

high necessities of information rate and 

high framework limit. A fundamental 
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down link receiving wire in a LTE-R 

framework comprise of 4 receiving wires: 

2 communicate receiving wires and 2 

getting receiving wires. Though a 

fundamental uplink receiving wire 

comprise of 1 communicate receiving wire 

and 2 getting receiving wires. The 

channels are partitioned into various 

commonly symmetrical sub channels and 

MIMO signal handling is applied in each 

sub channel which can improve on the 

evening out and identification of 

recurrence particular MIMO channel. With 

the assistance of MIMO different 

information streams can be communicated 

and equal autonomous channels can be 

made simultaneously. Since in each sub 

channel MIMO is applied this further 

develops channel transmission rate, 

spectrum effectiveness without expanding 

the channel data transfer capacity. 

 

Advantages of LTE-R Over GSM-R 

1. Data misfortune because of high 

velocity train can be overwhelmed 

by introducing rooftop top 

recieving wire which additionally 

upholds the rising interest of 

enormous information 

transmission. Rooftop top 

recieving wires are a piece of 

incorporated train access unit 

which gathers and disseminates 

data from gadgets utilized by the 

travelers[3]. 

2. LTE-R frameworks manage the 

doppler recurrence issue that 

frustrates recurrence handover by 

permitting the gadgets getting to 

organize to incorporated train 

access unit. This maintains a 

strategic distance from the gadgets 

to get handover without much of 

the time mentioning its home 

organization for handover due to 

visit changing of cells. This 

likewise guarantees staying away 

from bunch handover issue brought 

about by various gadgets 

mentioning for handover in 

gatherings. 

3. On account of LTE's level 

organization engineering it is 

effectively convey capable when 

contrasted with GSM-R framework 

and furthermore its lean flagging 

cycle comes to finish the handover 

in few miliseconds. 

4. In a LTE framework the base sub 

transporter channel separating of 

15KHz which is open minded to 

doppler recurrence shift without 

corrupting the symmetry of the 

channel. To diminish doppler 

recurrence shift we can apply a few 

different procedures like half and 

half programmed recurrent 

solicitation (HARQ) and 

recurrence offset rectification 

calculation (FOCA) [3]. 

 

Conclusion:  

In this paper we have portrayed the 

more established GSM-R framework and 

the new LTE-R framework, its execution, 

the innovation utilized and how it 

admissions better than the GSM-R 

framework. LTE-R can take care of the 

ongoing issues with GSM-R and is more 

successful in offering help for wellbeing 

and security as well as offering the 

travelers different very good quality 

administrations while high velocity 

voyaging. Time has shown up to supplant 

the more established GSM-R innovation 

and move towards significantly more 

proficient LTE-R innovation to fulfill the 

consistently expanding need of the rail 

route framework. Anyway there are many 

provokes left for LTE-R to additionally 
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demonstrate that satisfying the 

prerequisites of a high velocity rail route 

system will be capable. 
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